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The pack met at the 5  Avenue Kitchen and Tapth

located at of all places on 5  Avenue, to welcometh

the return of Fuck of the Irish and Crooner

Screwher, who were visiting from Boston to warm

up.  They introduced a couple of Boston traditions including the Group Hug Check, the Song Check and

the Hash Centipede Check.

Trail headed northwest and ended up circling around so that the trail came to the Spruce Street

Suspension Bridge from the west to the 1  beer check at the other side of the bridge.  From there, trailst

headed east into Balboa Park and down to the canyon alongside Highway 163 to the 2  beer check. nd

Then it was back up out of the canyon and to the on-in.

Glow Worm - Hashit Demo

Visitors - Fuck of the Irish, Crooner Screwher, Vibrator

Welcome Backs - DeepSpace 69, Argen Tuna, Weird Al Spankobitch, 3 Holes No Waiting, Restroom

Roulette, Finger Bang an Orangutang

Fuck of the Irish - laid trail using orange and pink chalk, even on some dirt

Nana’s Slam Van - tried to kill his daughters dog by taking him on a 8 mile walk before the hash

Vibrator - thought that Restroom Roulette was High Beams

Vibrator - thought that the dog toy on the patio was a fleshlight

Easy Going - tripped BORT and made him fall down and then laughed at him for falling

Crooner Screwher - seemed to be confusing most of the night, part of the time he was with the pack,

 yet he also managed to help hare part of the trail

Corgi Bear - got hard nipples at the 2  beer checknd

Hares - Fuck of the Irish and Crooner Screwher

Hashit - Nana’s Slam Van for trying to kill his daughters dog and for telling everyone the best way to

 save money on Valentine’s Day is to break up with your girlfriend the day before

And with that the hash went in peace to try to get a piece.

- Glow Worm -


